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Abstract: 

Both the well-developed and growing economies are becoming increasingly dependent on the 

reliability of their traffic system. As an integral part of the traffic system, bridges are one of its 

weakest links. Their vulnerability directly affects the vulnerability of the overall system. 

Experiences from previous earthquakes revealed some unexpected damage and collapses of 

bridge structures. For this reason, bridges deserve a special attention, and investigating their 

seismic response is of great importance. Almost all current regulations and guidelines recognize 

regular and irregular bridge structures. Bridges with skewed piers, as well as horizontally 

curved bridges, can be classified in the latter group. Despite their irregularity, these structures 

are frequently in use as they are able to satisfy the existing geometric constraints imposed either 

in densely built urban areas, or in hardly accessible mountain regions. Thus, horizontally curved 

bridges and skewed bridges can be found on all access roads, intersections, ramps, overpasses 

etc. On the other hand, despite their growing application, the seismic response of these 

structures has not yet been fully investigated. This paper presents the seismic analysis of 

horizontally curved bridges, with and without skewed piers, conducted in the probabilistic 

framework. By changing parameters such as the radius of curvature and piers skewed angle, as 

well as column shape and support, non-linear analytical bridge models were created and 

nonlinear dynamic and static analyzes conducted. Relative column drift ratio is considered as 

the bridge response. In order to form a probabilistic model of response, several parameters of 

earthquake intensity are investigated. By comparing demand fragility curves, it is concluded that 

the increased angle of the skewed curve and the decrease in the radius of the horizontal curve 

lead to a higher seismic vulnerability of the bridges. Recommendations and guidelines for 

designing these structures are also presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The bridges are a very important component of transportation network. Numerous existing 

bridges can sustain damage of different intensities under seismic action. Earthquake damage has 

revealed the seismic vulnerability of bridges in a transportation system. The seismic analysis of 

bridges is a complex task that involves numerous parameters (statical system, geometry, material 

and other). General tendencies in modern bridge engineering imply wider spans, smaller radius 

of curvature and increased column skewness. The seismic vulnerability of bridges is usually 

expressed in the form of fragility curves generated empirically or analytically.  Fragility curves 

are a probability tool to evaluate the vulnerability of structures. They express the probability of a 

bridge reaching a certain damage condition for a given seismic event.   

Vulnerability is not fragility. Vulnerability is measure of loss, and fragility a measure of 

probability. Vulnerability functions are referred in many ways: damage functions, loss functions, 

vulnerability curves [1]. Fragility curves are a probabilistic tool for evaluation of the 

vulnerability of bridges and other structures. They express the probability of reaching certain 

damage conditions for a given seismic event. Studies on the seismic vulnerability of bridges are 

still far from the standard reached for buildings, and more research in this field is necessary. In 

subsequent researches, the attention should be on damage detection and evaluation techniques [2].    

The fact that curved and skewed bridges exhibit significant coupling between responses in 

two orthogonal horizontal directions, leads to their specific behaviour during seismic excitation. 

Columns are subjected to simultaneous action of bi-axial bending and torsion.  Increase of axial, 

shear and torsion effects can be caused by torsional modes of vibrations [3]. Damage and failures 

observed in past earthquakes indicate that curved bridges may exhibit an irregular seismic 

behaviour. The effects of column bent skew angle were investigated for straight bridges [4]. The 

results showed that increasing of bridge bent skewed angle leads to increase in vulnerability of 

structures. The European standard EN 1998-2 neither specifically treats the curved alignment as 

an irregularity nor has any special conditions or provisions for a seismic analysis of curved 

bridges. In regard of skewness, the value of 450 is stated as the maximum angle for the skewed 

bridge bents in high seismicity regions, and the value of 20 degrees as a limiting value for a 

bridge to be considered as regular.  

The AASHTO Bridge design specifications (2013) [5] and Guide specifications state that 

the maximum values for a subtended angle are 90 and 30 degrees respectively. ACI Report 

(2014) [6] provides a summary of the state-of-the-art analysis, modelling and design of concrete 

bridges subjected to strong earthquakes. It includes seismic vulnerability evaluation, evaluation 

of the seismic demands and capacities, primarily of the existing bridges. ACI Report (2014) [6] 

provides a summary of the state-of-the-art analysis, modelling and design of concrete bridges 

subjected to strong earthquakes. It includes seismic vulnerability evaluation, evaluation of the 

seismic demands and capacities, primarily of the existing bridges. All above mentioned 

provisions and codes are categorising bridges according to their regularity and on this basis, if it 

is necessary, more detailed analyses, like nonlinear static or dynamic analysis are required. 

Irregularities such as curvature and skewness contribute to coupling of lateral responses in 

horizontal directions, complicate the dynamic response of a structure and induce rotation effects 

about the vertical axis.  

In most of the existing studies the influence of a skew angle and horizontal curvature on 

the seismic vulnerability of a structure, were investigated separately. In [7] it was concluded that 

the combined effects of skew and curvature have a considerable impact on the seismic 

performance of the bridges exposed to low-to-moderate seismic excitation: higher values of 

demand/capacity ratios and higher values of transverse deformations in superstructure can be 

expected. The choice of an appropriate intensity measure parameter is important in applying a 

probabilistic seismic demand analysis. A very limited number of papers exist in the literature 
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dealing with the seismic response of curved and skewed bridges. In studies carried out by 

Tondini and Stojadinović, cited in [8], it is highlighted that the decreasing radius of curvature 

increases bridge vulnerability due to seismic effects. 

The assessment of seismic performances of bridge structures based on behaviour is known 

in literature as PBEE methodology. A review of acceptable calculation methods for calculating 

the structure deformations for a specific level of earthquake in PBEE methodology was 

presented in the paper [9]. The assessment of the structure starts by defining earthquake intensity 

measure, which in a reliable way describes ground movement during earthquakes. Then the 

procedure continues towards selection of an adequate engineering demand parameter EDP. 

Further, EDP should be correlated to the damage measure DM, which describes the damage 

status of a structure and of its components, exactly by constructing the fragility curves. 

Eventually, the process is completed by correlating DM and DV (Decision variables) which 

represent a quantified assessment of behaviour. 

The HAZUS methodology [10] defines five damage states: no damage, small, moderate, 

extensive and complete (failure) damage. A qualitative assessment of damage limit states of 

building structures is given in detail in the paper [11], and quantitative limits of mechanical 

characteristics of materials in all limit states were proposed by (Calvi et al. 1999) cited in [12]. 

The European technical code EN 1998, part 3 defines three limit states: damage limitation (DL), 

significant damage (SD) and near collapse (NC) states. These limit states are not specifically 

related to the bridge structures, but rather have a general character. EN 1998-3 defines these limit 

states through chord rotation capacity (ultimate and at onset of yielding) and through shear 

capacity for limit state NC.  

The aim of this research is to assess the impact of bridge horizontal curvature and bent 

skew angle on seismic structural response trough the probabilistic seismic demand model. 

In this paper, definitions of the damage limit states were used as given in EN 1998-3 for DL and 

NC and based on these definitions the ductility displacement ratios at the start of these limit 

states for the considered bridge structures were derived. Ductility displacement ratio value can 

be assumed as a global parameter of structural response, which can be used as DM in the bridge 

fragility assessment Bazos and Mander (1999), cited in [12] defined the damage limits through 

values of drifts and displacements, while (Choi et al. 2004) cited in [12] from the experimental 

research recommended the limit values for several bridge components, among others for 

displacements. Many authors cited in [22] defined the damage states limits through the column 

drift ratio. The objective of the paper is reliability assessment of the curved and skewed RC 

bridges to earthquake through the development of fragility curves. The aim of the research is to 

provide the probability of exceeding a prescribed level of damage for a wide range of ground 

motion intensities. 
In this paper, investigation of the effect of three parameters is performed: bridge deck 

radius in horizontal plane, bridge bent skew angle and column cross section shape on seismic 

response of three span RC box-girder bridge. The aim is to assess the impact of varied 

parameters on the behaviour of the structure through a probabilistic approach. This requires the 

establishment of a probabilistic seismic demand model (PSDM), which relates the structural 

response (EDP- Engineering Demand Parameter) to earthquake intensity measure (IM-Intensity 

Measure). Three bridge bent skew angles were considered (0 °, 20 ° and 30 °) along with two 

values of horizontal curvature (straight bridge- which corresponds to the infinite value of the 

curvature radius and bridge curvature value of R = 150 m- which is larger than the prescribed 

minimum value on roads with the relevant design speed up to 60 km / h). Three types of bridge 

column cross-section shape were analysed. Bridges are classified into three types A, B and C 

according to the shape of columns cross-sections: hollow box column, double column bent with 

circular cross-section and rectangular column cross-section respectively. Analyses of the 

dynamic properties of reinforced concrete (RC) three span frame bridge with box girder deck 
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section were conducted, by varying the following parameters: the radius of horizontal curvature 

and the column skewness angle. The box girder cross-section was selected for the deck structure 

as it is widely used in curved bridges due to its high torsional capacity. The bridges under 

consideration were frame structures with multi column bent (consisted of two circular sections) 

and capping beam integrated in the deck structure. In curved bridges central columns are rarely 

skewed, but an increase in the number of such solutions is expected for bridges in built areas [5]. 

Second part of this paper is related to ductility displacement ratio as an engineering 

parameter and a measure of damage for 4 damage states: Near collapse (NC), Intermediate 

damage state (ID), Slight damage (SD) and Damage limitation (DL). The first and the last 

damage states coincide with the damage state defined in EN 1998-3 and they are related to chord 

rotation at yielding and ultimate chord rotation capacity as well as to shear capacity. The analysis 

is conducted for four bridge alignments: curved bridges with subtended angle of 25 °, 45 ° and 

90 ° and one for a corresponding straight bridge. The bridges are of same length and double 

column bent with a circular cross section. In total, 760 non-linear dynamic analyses (NDA) are 

conducted for the previously selected 38 ground motion data scaled at 5 intensities: 0.1 g, 0.2 g, 

0.3 g, 0.4 g and 0.5 g for 4 bridge alignments. From each NDA displacement, a ductility ratio is 

determined at the onset of evaluated damage states. The results are shown and the conclusions 

are made about the influence of a subtended angle on a seismic response of bridge. The results 

are very valuable for relatively stiff bridge structures with shorter columns like those found at 

access ramps and intersections.  

2. DESCRIPTION OF BRIDGE SAMPLES AND MODELING 

The selected bridges are tree span bridges, with the central span of 40 m, and the total 

length of (32+40+32=104 m) (Figure 1). The lengths of investigated bridges are equal. In the 

curved bridges spans, the lengths were measured along the circular arcs. The box girder deck 

section is 2.5 m high. The considered bridges are relatively stiff since piers are 10 m high. The 

columns are fixed at the base. The connection between the column and the deck structure is 

monolithic. The cross-sections of the column bents are two circular column of a 1.4 m diameter, 

with the cap beam integrated in the deck structure. Above the abutments, the bridge structure 

rests over 4 elastomeric bearings with allowed movements in longitudinal direction. The 

characteristics of concrete correspond to the C 30/37 class. The quality of reinforcement is 

B500B. 

The structure is calculated using a spatial linear model constructed in the SAP 2000 v. 14 

software package [13], and according [14], [15] and [16]. In the curved bridges, the actual 

curvature of the bridge is taken into account. Each span is modelled by ten line elements for the 

approximation of bridge deck curvature in the horizontal plane [17] and [18]. The deck structure 

is modelled using line "frame" elements with the properties of un-cracked concrete cross-section. 

Based on the column cross-sections, effective flexural stiffness is specified and calculated in 

accordance with Annex C: EN 1998-2. The structure is calculated and designed in accordance 

with EN 1991-2, EN 1992-1-1 and EN 1998-2.  

The seismic analysis is conducted using the multimodal spectral analysis [19]. First three 

modes of vibration are taken into account, and the sum of their effective modal masses is higher 

than 90% of total mass. The horizontal seismic action is specified through the design response 

spectrum for B category soil and design ground acceleration of ag = 0.4 g. A ductile behaviour of 

the structure is adopted, while seismic forces are reduced by the behaviour factor q=3.5. In 

designing of columns, the vertical seismic load is not taken into account. Finally, the provided 

longitudinal reinforcement ratios are: 2%, 2.7% and 3.3% respectively for types A, b and C; and 

transversal reinforcement ratios are respectively: 0.4%, 1.2% and 1.5%. 
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Types A, B and C 

 

 

Figure 1. Geometry of bridges: plan and longitudinal configuration, 

and column cross-section for bridges types A, B and C 

Bridge modelling and analysis were done in the program for nonlinear analysis SeismoStruct 

version 7.0.3 [20]. The bridge deck is modelled using linear elements located at the centre of 

gravity of the deck sections. Elastic frame elements are used to model the deck. The geometric 

properties of un-cracked deck cross-section are used for elastic elements [211], [22] and [23]. 

Each span is modelled by eight straight elements to an approximated bridge curvature in the 

horizontal plane. 

Columns have been modelled as inelastic elements with distributed nonlinearity along the 

length of the column [24]. The cross-section is divided into material of the concrete core - 

confined concrete, concrete of the protective layer - unconfined concrete, and reinforcing steel. 

The stress-strain state is obtained by integrating the non-linear uniaxial stress-strain responses of 

individual "fibres" into which the cross section is divided. The number of cross-sections in which 

the integration is conducted is five. An elastic rigid element is used to model the connection 

between column and deck. The integrated cap-beam double column bent is modelled as an 

elastic frame element with increased torsion stiffness as it is increased by high flexural 

superstructure stiffness. The mathematical model and discretization of column cross section is 

shown at Fig. 2. 

 

 

Figure 2. Nonlinear bent modelling  
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Abutment is modelled as a mass less, infinitely stiff element whose width is equal with the 

deck structure [25]. It is not expected that abutment mass has a significant influence on the 

response of long bridges, so it is neglected. The element representing abutment is connected 

through a rigid joint to the deck structure in its centre. At the ends of this abutment element, 

zero-length link elements are modelled in the vertical and horizontal directions [25] and [26]. 

This link element is used to incorporate the soil properties behind the abutments. The soil 

properties in vertical, longitudinal and transversal directions are calculated according to Caltrans 

(2006). This abutment modelling is considered simplified [27]. Zero link elements placed in the 

longitudinal direction have no tensile stiffness and they represent back-wall and embankment fill 

response where passive pressure is activated after closing the gap. The stiffness of link elements 

in longitudinal direction is calculated as in Equation 1. H and w are the height and width of 

abutment and Ki is the soil initial stiffness 

 









7.1
,

h
wKK iLabt

. (1) 

The link stiffness in transverse direction is obtained by multiplying the stiffness in the 

longitudinal direction, given in Equation 1, by the coefficients of efficiency of the wing wall (CL 

= 2/3), participation factor (CW = 4/3) and the aspect ratio of wing wall and back wall width (k). 

The expression to calculate transverse link stiffness is given by Equation 2. In the transverse 

direction the stiffness of protecting wall and bearings is ignored for the simplicity. In the vertical 

direction the link element with the realistic soil stiffness under the foundation is assigned. 

 , ,abt T abt L w LK K C C k    . (2) 

Mander's (cited in [12]) uniaxial nonlinear concrete model is used to model the confined 

concrete. The steel properties are taken in accordance to EN 1998-2. 

3. SELECTION OF GROUND MOTION DATA 

Selection of ground motion data is done to match a certain earthquake scenario and ground 

conditions. Ground motion data are selected from the available earthquake data bases: European 

strong motion data base and PEER data base. The preliminary search is done in [22]. The 

preliminary search resulted in numerous grounds motion data at which new constrains are 

imposed. Namely, only those earthquake data, scaled or uncalled, whose SRSS elastic 5% 

damped response spectrum resemble to the certain target spectra are considered. This method of 

selection in which the choice favours minimizing the differences in the elastic response spectrum 

and a certain target response spectrum was represented in many studies [12]. The SRSS spectrum 

is a spectrum whose amplitudes are obtained by applying square root sum square rule to 

amplitudes of the elastic spectra of two horizontal record’s components. The similarity criterion 

is established in such a way that it is favourable to consider the record whose scaled SRSS 

spectrum gives the smallest sum of the squares of errors (Equation 3) relative to the target 

spectrum over the entire range of the period. For the target spectrum, the elastic spectrum 

defined in EN 1998 -2 is selected, which corresponds to the acceleration of soil on the rock base 

of ag= 0.4 g, with a probability of exceeding 10% in 50 years.  
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   . (3) 

SF in the expression is the linear scaling factor. Another constraint is introduced: upper 

value for SF of 8 is adopted.  Finally, 38 ground motions are selected, each represented by two 

horizontal ground motion components. SRSS spectrum of selected earthquakes was shown in 

Figure 3. Maximal PGA (peak ground acceleration) value in the selected set of motion is 0.53 g. 
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Figure 3. SRSS response spectrum of selected earthquakes, after [12] 

For further analysis these ground motions are scaled at five intensities according to PGA 
values: 0.1 g, 0.2 g, 0.3 g, 0.4 g, 0.5 g. The scaled earthquakes are then used as input in nonlinear 
models so that both horizontal components are applied to act simultaneously at two directions: 
global x and global y direction.   

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Here are presented and compared modal analysis results for straight bridge and one curved  

bridge alignment (R=150 m/ subtended angle of 45°).Three column skewness angles (α = 0, 20o, 
and 30o) are analysed and three bent types (A, B and C)-Total of 18 bridge prototypes are 
considered in this part of analysis. Values of the fundamental tones of vibrations in transverse 
and longitudinal directions are presented in Tables 1. 

Short columns, with height of ten meters (aspect ratio of span to column height L / H = 4) 
caused a rather stiffer structure with relatively low vibration mode periods. Fundamental 
vibration mode, for all bridge types, was in the transverse direction, with mode periods ranged 
from 0.6 to 0.9 s. 

Vibration periods shown in table 3 are periods with highest magnitude in particular 
directions. In this paper effective modal mass participation factors were not presented, from 
which it can be concluded that influence of higher vibration modes are significant for bridges 
type A and C (those with relatively stiff piers comparing to the deck). Bridges type A and C do 
not dominantly oscillate in first mode shape. 

From nonlinear analyses conduced for previously explained sample, probabilistic seismic 
demand models (PSDMs) were constructed.  Probabilistic seismic demand model provides 
relation between seismic intensity and structural response. It is assumed that structural response 
is log-normally distributed so linear regression is conducted on pairs of log values of IM and 
EDP. Every PSDM is defined through linear regression coefficients and dispersion. Lower 
values of dispersion indicate more reliable PSDM. In this paper for earthquake intensity, 
measure maximal resultant spectral displacement for fundamental period of vibration (rez Sd) is 
considered as intensity measure (IM). Maximal resultant column drift ratio (rez CDR) is taken 
for engineering demand parameter (EDP) to represent structural response from induced seismic 
excitation.  Resultant values of intensities/responses represents values obtained by applying 
square root sum square on horizontal components of intensities/responses.  It is observed in the 
probabilistic seismic demand model that regression coefficient a increases with decreasing radius 
of curvature (Figure 4). No clear pattern of influence of curvature on dispersion of the results is 
detected.  Increasing skew angle leads to increase of regression coefficient a, only for bridge 
types A and C (single column). For bridges with double column bent (type B), with significant 
coupling of responses in longitudinal and transversal direction, this trend is not observed. 
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Table 1. First tree periods of vibrations for bridges  A, B and C 

Bridge 

type 

Curvature 

radius 

/subtended 

angle  

(m/°) 

Bent 

skew 

angle 

Periods of vibrations T(s) 

1st mode 

(transverse 

direction) 

2nd  

(longitudinal 

direction) 

3rd  

A 

h/0 

0° 0.596 0.327 0.230  

L
o
n
g
it

u
d
in

al
  

d
ir

ec
ti

o
n

 20° 0.600 0.326 0.235  

30° 0.606 0.325 0.241  

150 

0° 0.596 0.328 0.231 

20° 0.604 0.327 0.239 

30° 0.609 0.326 0.242 

B 

h/0 

0° 0.867 0.749 0.431 

T
ra

n
sv

er
se

 

d
ir

ec
ti

o
n

 20° 0.882 0.729 0.433 

30° 0.892 0.710 0.435 

150 

0° 0.849 0.731 0.438 

20° 0.867 0.706 0.437 

30° 0.877 0.696 0.438 

C 

h/0 

0° 0.608 0.546 0.319 

T
ra

n
sv

er
se

 

d
ir

ec
ti

o
n

 20° 0.644 0.511 0.313 

30° 0672 0.486 0.306 

150 

0° 0.608 0.537 0.323 

20° 0.658 0.498 0.315 

30° 0.678 0.486 0.311 

 

Variation of resultant column drift ratio (rez_CDR)  as a function of resultant spectral 

displacement (rez_Sd (T1)) are given In figure 4 for all investigated bridge types [27]. 

One of the trends identified in the PSDMs is that for straight bridges A and C, response of 

structure show trend of increase respect to increase of skewness. The difference is that for bridge 

type A regression lines are parallel (Figure 4 (a)), while bridges type C show more complex 

behaviour. For bridges type C regression lines intersect suggesting that increase of response is 

more pronounced as intensity of ground motion is higher (Figure 4 (e)). For straight bridges type 

B, regression lines also intersect but observed trend is such that for higher seismic intensity 

structural responses equalize between themselves and for lower intensity the smaller the skew 

angle the higher the value of response. Apparently, for structures type B coupling of response 

becomes more pronounced for higher seismic intensity and affecting CDR more seriously.  

Furthermore, it was observed that curved bridges type B, unlike straight bridges type B, 

have regression lines that are parallel and almost coincide, suggesting that this curved double 

column bent bridge is on the minimum sensitivity in regard to variation of skew angle (Figure 4 

(d)). Curved bridges A and C exhibit similar behaviour as straight counterparts: as the value of 

seismic intensity gets higher the increase of skewness leads to higher structural response values 

(Figure 4 (b) and (f)). Finally, decreasing deck curvature radius (from infinitive value (R = inf) 

which corresponds to straight bridge to examined value of R = 150 m) induces enhancement of 

structural response for all bridges investigated. 
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a) b) 

  
c) d) 

  
e) f) 

Figure 4. EDP-IM for: (a) straight bridge A, (b) curved bridge A, (c) straight bridge B, (d) 

curved bridge B, (e) straight bridge C (f) curved bridge C, after [27] 

Demand fragility curves, shown in Figure 5, confirm the above findings. These curves 
represent the conditional probability of exceeding particular  value of 0.02  for resultant CDR (P 
(EDP | EDP> resultant drift = 2%)). Fragility curves are constructed as lognormal cumulative 
distribution function of responses based on previously determined coefficients a, b and 
dispersion σ.  Value of 2% for CDR [27] represents damage state where significant plastic 
behaviour is present in critical column cross sections, spalling of larger surfaces of the protective 
coat is present, widening  and propagation of cracks is also visible but structure is still outside of 
collapse zone and vertical elements are capable of sustaining vertical loads. This level of CDR  
corresponds  to limit state significant damage. 
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a) b) 

  

c) d) 

Figure 5. Demand fragility curves: (a) bridge type A, (b) bridge type B, (c) bridge type C, (d) 

comparing demand fragility curves for curved bridges A,B and C and skew angle of 0 °, [27] 

 

Increase of bridge sensitivity and conditional probability that CDR will exceed given value 

is noted as bridge deck curvature radius decrease. A similar effect on bridge vulnerability has an 

increase of skew angle, except for straight bridges type B, where not so pronounced but an 

opposite trend was observed. This fact can be explained by a slight increase of torsional stiffness 

in regard to change in skewness, where smaller in plane deck rotations and consequently smaller 

column drifts are induced. This pattern is not observed in curved bridges B and they are at least 

sensitive to change in skew angle. The greatest impact of varied parameters on structural 

response is observed in bridges with rectangular columns (type C).  Generally, structural 

response of bridge type B is the least affected by variation of examined parameters. Also 

comparing curved bridges A, B and C it can be noted that bridges with rectangular, wall type 

columns, are clearly most affected by the examined parameter variation comparing to other two. 

In the second part of the research more detailed analyses were conducted for curved 

bridges with double column bent. The aim of this part is to define damage in quantitative 

manner. DL state is considered a state where the longitudinal reinforcement does not yield. The 

onset of yielding is defined through steel strain at yielding εy=0.2875%. From the moment of 

exceeding DL until the moment of the first overcoming of the maximum strain for the 

unconfined concrete of protective layer, the structure is considered to experience only slight 
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damage. Slight damage implies small cracks in the columns. When the maximum strain of the 

unconfined concrete is exceeded in columns and concrete spalling begins, but the column chord 

rotations are still less than the column rotation capacity the θum, it is considered that the structure 

entered the intermediate damage state. This state represents both the moderate and the significant 

damage in structure, for which repairs are necessary but also sometimes even economically and 

technically unfeasible. The values of θum for columns and beams given in EN 1998-3 are 

considered in this paper. Finally, after exceeding the value of chord rotation capacity θum, the 

structure experiences total damage where deflections in the columns are such that they can lead 

to a fracture in the deck. 

A total of 190 analyses per one bridge type are conducted in this part of analyses. 

Occurrence of events considered to represent damage state is registered in every analysis. The 

number of analyses where yielding (onset of SD state), concrete spalling (onset of ID state) or 

chord rotation capacity (NC state) is exceeded is given in Table 2. Yielding is controlled in 

longitudinal reinforcement. The number of occurrence of yielding of longitudinal reinforcement 

and exceeding chord rotation capacity increase with increase of subtended angle of curved bridge 

[28]. Also, a decrease in number of exceedance of unconfined concrete strain (occurrence of 

spalling) is observed.  
 

Table 2. Number of occurrence for damage state [12] 

Bridge subtended 

angle 

Number of occurrence 

Yielding Concrete 

spalling 

Chord rotation 

capacity 

Straight bridge  97 57 32 

25° 100 54 31 

45° 102 54 36 

90° 102 50 48 

 

The maximum value for ductility displacement ratio is obtained from every analysis 

conducted. Here are analyses only curved bridges with radius/subtended angle equal to: 

straight/0°, 250 m/25°, 150 m/ 45° and 75 m/ 90°. The ductility displacement ratios are 

calculated for transversal bridge direction as maximal displacement divided by displacement at 

yielding. The maximum displacement and displacement at yielding are registered for each 

earthquake record. The mean values of displacement at the beginning yielding (y), standard 

deviation (σ), limits of 95% confidence intervals (L1, L2), and the relative width of the 

confidence interval (i) for mean value of yielding displacement are shown in the Table 3. 
 

Table 3. Mean values of yielding displacement, standard deviation, confidence interval 

Bridge subtended 

angle 

Mean value, and confidence interval 

characteristic 

y Σ (L1, L2) i(%) 

Straight bridge(SB)  0.0452 0.0123 (0.0435, 0.0470)    7.8 

25° 0.0400 0.01514  (0.0408,0.00378       10.8 

45° 0.0388 0.01512 (0.0367, 0.0409)     11.1 

90° 0.0339 0.01498 (0.03217,0.036)     12.6 
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It can be noticed that the mean values of displacements at yielding decrease as bridge 

subtended angle increases (bridge deck radius decrease). Also, the relative width of the 

confidence interval, which is less or approximately equal to 10%, indicates a small and 

acceptable width of the interval where the mean value can be found with a high reliability of 

95%. Also the values of displacement ductility ratio calculated on the basis of the mean value of 

yield displacement can be considered reliable.  

Calculated values of the displacement ductility ratio (DDRm) at the onset of damage states, 

dispersion and relevant width of the confidence intervals are shown for every type of bridge 

investigated (see Table 4). 

 

Table 4. Ductility displacement ratio at onset of damage states 

Bridge subtended 

angle 

Displacement ductility ratio(DDRm;σ;i % ) at the onset of DS 

DL SD ID 

 

NC 

Straight bridge 

(SB) 

<1 1 (1.65;0.311;8.0) (3.31;0.692;17.0) 

25° <1 1 (1.71;0.305;7.8) (2.75;0.675;17.5) 

45° <1 1 (1.74;0.343;8.9) (2.72;0.650;16.8) 

90° <1 1 (1.90;0.365;9.4) (2.37;0.492;12.7) 

 

In this paper, ductility displacement ratio is examined as a damage measure for 

vulnerability assessment of curved reinforced-concrete bridges. The study is conducted for 4 

bridges of curved alignments including a straight bridge, by varying bridge subtended angle. The 

analysis is conducted for bridge types with relative short piers, so results here presented are 

applicable for stiffer bridge structures. Based on the presented results it can be said that the 

increase of subtended angle has an adverse effect on the bridge seismic response: it leads to an 

increase of maximal registered ductility displacement ratio. The number of occurrences of 

exceeding the ultimate chord rotation and yielding in longitudinal reinforcement also increases 

as deck radius decrease. The longitudinal reinforcement yielding is defined as the onset of slight 

damage and exceeding ultimate chord rotation capacity, as defined in EN 1998-3, is taken as the 

onset of near collapse damage state. For all evaluated bridges the values of ductility, 

displacement ratio are calculated at the onset of an intermediate damage state and near collapse 

state as a ratio of displacement at first occurrence of relevant damage to mean displacement at 

yielding. It is shown that ductility displacement ratio at the onset of considered damage states is 

dependent on the bridge deck radius (subtended angle), so when a more precise assessment of 

vulnerability of bridge structure is done, this fact should be taken into account [12].  

The determined limit median values are presented with a standard deviation and relative 

width of the confidence interval, which corresponds to the limits of median values minus/plus 

one standard deviation. The results can be considered reliable, based on a relatively narrow 

confidence interval. For a near collapse state, a decrease of limit values of ductility displacement 

is noticed what leads to a conclusion that a curve bridge can experience collapse at smaller 

values of displacement ductility comparing to a straight one. On the other hand, significant 

damages, those that occur after concrete spalling, are slightly postponed in curved alignments. 

Further research should be done in order to determine ductility displacement ratio for more than 

one intermediate damage state, by dividing that damage state on reparable and irreparable 

damages. In addition, certain variation in column height, shape and reinforcement as well as 

bridge alignments should be investigated in order to examine their influence on the results. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Vulnerability assessment plays a major role in the design of structures, and helps to 

minimize structure damages. The data derived from fragility curves can be used to analyse and 

improve performance of structural elements and whole structure. Based on the results of modal 

analysis of the considered bridge prototypes, it was observed that reduction in the radius of 

curvature leads to the reduction in the period of basic vibrations of the structure. Reduction in the 

radius of curvature leads to the increase in combination of modal responses in two horizontal 

directions. Increasing the angle of column skewness leads to the increase in the period in 

transverse direction and to the decrease in the period in longitudinal direction both in curved and 

straight [19]. 

The capacity of displacement of the bridge structure decreases with the transition from the 

straight bridge to curved bridge by approximately 35%. At the same time, the capacity of 

ductility of structural displacement also decreases, while the requirements for ductility of 

displacements calculated in relation to the target displacement are growing. 

Eighteen bridge prototypes were analysed, with three types of column shapes, two radii of 

curvature and tree angle of skewness. The results of the analysis point to the following: 

 Increase of bent skew angle causes shortening of longitudinal vibration mode periods and 

increase of transversal vibration mode periods.  

 Bridge skew angles adversely affect bridge seismic responses, especially in bridges with 

a single pier with one weak direction (rectangular pier). 

 The bridges with double pier bents are less sensitive to a decrease of a bridge deck radius. 

 Increase of bridge bent skewness leads to increase of response, except for bridges with 

two column bent. Curved multi column bent bridges are at least sensitive to change in 

skew angle. 

 Resultant spectral displacement for fundamental mode period, calculated from resultant 

spectrum, showed as good measure based on low values of dispersion.  

 Decreasing radius of bridge deck horizontal curvature increase bridge response 

vulnerability; 

 With decrease of radius and increase of skewness, bridge vulnerability increases; 

 The increase of subtended angle has an adverse effect on the bridge seismic response: 

leads to an increase of maximal registered ductility displacement ratio; 

 The number of occurrences of exceeding the ultimate chord rotation and yielding in 

longitudinal reinforcement also increases as deck radius decrease; 

 The ductility displacement ratio at the onset of considered damage states is dependent on 

the bridge deck radius (subtended angle), so when a more precise assessment of 

vulnerability of bridge structure is done, this fact should be taken into account. 

 The determined limit median values are presented with a standard deviation and relative 

width of the confidence interval, which corresponds to the limits of median values 

minus/plus one standard deviation. The results can be considered reliable, based on a 

relatively narrow confidence interval; 

 A decrease of limit values of ductility displacement is noticed what leads to a conclusion 

that a curve bridge can experience collapse at smaller values of displacement ductility 

comparing to a straight one. 

Effects of soft soil as well as the near fault earthquake effect are not considered. Future 

research should focus on the bridge structures that are more flexible, those with higher columns 

e.g., as well as to include other values for bridge curvature radius. A detailed analysis of the 

collapse for these structures should be done by defining collapse criteria, e.g. establishing 

displacement ductility value or column cross section curvature ductility at the beginning of 

collapse limit state or other damage limit state. 
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